A Full Deck!
Kayakers need to have important equipment in easy reach when they paddle. Look how carefully organized it is!


Use the photograph to figure out the purpose of each piece of kayak equipment described below. Write your answers in the space provided. You can check your answers on the bottom of the page.

1. Used to propel the kayak through the water:
2. Used to knock ice off the kayak and equipment:
3. A long, heavy weapon used to hunt sea mammals:
4. Keeps water out of the kayak:
5. A long, barbed weapon used to hunt birds:
6. A long, pointed weapon used to quickly kill a harpooned animal:
7. Slows down a harpooned animal and allows a hunter to track it:
8. Made from long strips of seal hide, this keeps the harpoon attached to the float:
9. Holds the harpoon line and prevents it from getting tangled: